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CCNA - “One of the most sought-after certification today”  

The CCNA Certification  
Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) is the first step in the Cisco  

Career Certification tracks, for individuals who are interested in building  

a future in networking domain on Cisco products. It indicates a foundation  

in and apprentice knowledge of networking. CCNA certified professionals  

can install, configure, and operate LAN, WAN, and dial access services  

for small networks (100 nodes or fewer), including but not limited to use  

of these protocols: IP, IGRP, Serial, Frame Relay, IP RIP, VLANs, RIP,  

Ethernet, and Access Lists.  

How can you prepare effectively?  

Through Simulator - A scientific method to prepare  

You have identified your goal and are ready to prepare yourself for these highly 

recognized certification  

exams. You want to score high, the course is large and the time is less. The question is:  

* How to prepare fast and accurate?  

* How to focus on important topics first, master them fast and retain what you’ve learnt? 

The “Solution” is in the approach of your study. Testsworld has designed and developed 

Exam Simulators, which guide you to make use of the scientific approach of study. The 

CCNA Study Guide recommends using the Testsworld CCNA Exam Simulator.  

“Testsworld Exam Simulators”, the most advanced test engine not only give you un-

matched and  

proven quality content but also help you prepare and retain whatever you have learnt all 

the way to your  

exam. The CCNA Study Guide explains here, step by step, how Exam Simulator works 

for you!!  

Diagnostic Exam - Assess yourself  

This exam with its specially designed set of questions  

will help you identify your strengths and weaknesses  

that need to be worked upon.  

Practice Exams - Practice your skills  

The set of Practice Exams available here, will help  

you practice more on the actual Certification exam  

pattern.  

CCNA Study Guide  
Customized Exams - Focused practice  



You can practice again with the customized exams,  

but with an option to choose yourself, the number of  

questions, topic, and difficulty level of the questions  

and that too in the areas you find yourself weak. This  

will guide you mould your preparation in the way you  

want.  

Step Quick Revision Notes - Instant revisions  

Here is a handy list of small pointers straight from the  

heart of the exam course, which will help you revise  

the entire CCNA course instantly. Testsworld simulator  

includes these notes as ‘part’ of its features.  

Quiz - Squeeze that extra second  

Make your study complete by mastering how to  

manage your time while answering questions under  

strict time constraints. The feature of Quiz in Testsworld  

Simulator has been designed just for this. In this  

feature, you’ll have option to choose the number of  

questions from various exam objectives and the time  

for which the question will be displayed. Study could  

never be so interesting without this feature!!  

Step 6 Final Exam - Grand finale  

Last comes the final exam, which if taken a day or  

few days before your actual exam adds to your  

confidence.  

Free Download  
Testsworld also offers Tips and tricks, exam reports, performance history in its remarkable CCNA  

Exam  

 


